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Abstract
Western European states and the European Union express a vague ideal of equality of living conditions among citizens, beyond security against basic threats to life.  However, the further grounds and implications of a European commitment to equality are unclear, particularly given the comparative affluence of the region. The paper focusses on the problem of interpersonal comparison under conditions of constraints of Adaptive Interest Formation and Pluralism, drawing on the normative political theory of liberal contractualism. Determinate Vital Needs is introduced as one overriding aspect of ultimate moral concern. Amartya Sen's neo-Aristotelian theory of functionings and capabilities is considered and assessed. The distribution of some procedural controls is found to withstand the challenge of interpersonal comparison.
Introduction
IntroductionAll Western European states are welfare state regimes, expressing  a vague ideal of equality partly by the role of the state in securing some social means for every citizens.  This is not to deny that the levels of provision vary, and that the minimum level is achieved in different ways in 'liberal', 'conservative' and 'social democratic' regimes:  The state serves a residual role relative to the market or the family, or plays a more central role, respectively  (Esping-Andersen 1990)Esping-Andersen, Gsta1990The three worlds of welfare capita4251.  An ideal of equality may also be discerned in the EU definition of poverty.  Unlike US poverty measures, focused on minimal economic survival, the EU treats poverty as a matter of relative income.  People are poor if they are unable to participate in social life due to lack of resources.  
This public commitment to equality of some kind, combined with a moderate to high standard of living in all European states, and life expectancy above 70 years in all of the states, make life easier, better and longer for Europeans than for many others.  However, this is not to say that distributive justice is achieved, for two kinds of reasons.  Firstly, public policies fall far short of the normative ideals.  Persistent unemployment and contracting levels and eligibility criteria for social benefits may entrench the social exclusion of the long-term unemployed (Schmitter Heisler 1996)Schmitter Heisler, Barba1996Institutional dimensions of social4670.  Moreover, the European Union puts a squeeze on costly domestic redistributive policies, while the social dimension of the EU fails to provide for redistributive measures at the European level except as improvements on market efficiency.  
Secondly, the general level of affluence in Europe makes it more difficult to address and resolve issues of distributive justice.  There is general acceptance that institutions at the domestic and European level should secure against basic threats to life.  However, the further grounds and implications of a commitment to equality are unclear with regards to the benefits and burdens of social cooperation.  The present paper addresses the second of these issues.  The main point is to identify one of the challenges facing a satisfactory political theory of Europe.  I elsewhere develop parts of a response to this challenge (Follesdal 1997).Follesdal, Andreas1997Do welfare obligations end at the 4554
The reflections proceed from the normative perspective of liberal contractualism.  This theoretical approach and the problem of interpersonal comparison that arises are sketched in section 1.  Section 2 considers Determinate Vital Needs as an aspect of our lives of ultimate moral concern.  Section 3 addresses Amartya Sen's neo-Aristotelian theory of functionings and capabilities.  Section 4 suggests why we may nevertheless also focus on the distribution of some procedural controls.
1.  Contractualism and Rules
Contractualism and RulesThe philosophical tradition of liberal contractualism regards all citizens as worthy of equal concern and respect.  This premise is given a contractualist interpretation:  Social arrangements must be in accordance with principles which all affected parties can be expected to accept.  More generally, the subject matter of morality is taken to be principles for the general regulation of behavior which persons can reasonably propose as a basis for mutual, informed agreement (Rawls 1971a, Scanlon 1982, Beitz 1989)Beitz, Charles R.1989Political Equality4023Rawls, John1971A theory of justice2950Scanlon, Thomas M.1982Contractualism and utilitarianism2955.  Social practices must be in accordance with principles which every affected party can accept, regardless of their world view, social standing or natural endowments.  
An important system of rules for which normative assessment is needed are those which regulate behavior within social institutions, backed by political power.  For purposes of political justice this form of contractualism must be brought to bear on social institutions in general, including laws and regimes.
Contractualism focuses on rules, asking whether certain rules, or sets of rules, are better, or more just, than others.  Every representative person is granted a limited veto, to be exercised when they have a reasonable objection to such a system of rules.  One rule is more just than another when someone has an objection to the latter as compared to the former, an objection which outweighs any objections in favor of the latter.  However, only reasonable objections carry weight in contractualist arguments.  This notion of "reasonable" must be replaced by substantive arguments, different from case to case, about which objections have standing, and their relative weight.  
What objections are reasonable?  The range of relevant objections is restricted to such objections that could be made by someone with the contractualist motivation -- i.e. with a highest-order interest in being able to act on rules which no one could reasonably reject.  Moreover, the reasonableness of objections depends on which particular sphere of life a theory takes as its subject.  Different interests are at stake when considering the basic social structures of a society or of international regimes, the rules of a professional organization, or the institution of friendship.  Arguments concerning the rules of each sphere may properly focus on a restricted aspects of our well-being.
One important form of contractualist argument is impact arguments (Scanlon 1975, 660; 1982, 123)Scanlon, Thomas M.1975Preference and urgency3008Scanlon, Thomas M.1982Contractualism and utilitarianism2955.  Impact arguments about rules are made in terms of the stakes of alternative rules for affected parties.  If an individual suffers under a set of rules, this can constitute a reasonable objection.  An individual may reasonably object to the rule A, in favor of an alternative rule B, by presenting an argument of the general form "I must suffer more under rule A, compared to rule B, than anyone must suffer under B, compared to A." 
However, very few of our interests can satisfy the stringent conditions of such arguments about principles of legitimacy.  Impact arguments impose strict measurability requirements on the interests in the scope of the theory.  We must be able to compare the relative sizes of intervals between levels of satisfaction of interests of different individuals, levels which are engendered by the distributive shares of benefits and burdens.  These levels are in turn generated by individuals interacting with each other within the social institutions.  Three aspects of impact arguments limit the scope of interests that may be appealed to.  It is difficult to make the requisite inter-personal comparisons; there are few stable connections between the goods controlled by institutions and the effects on interests;  and there is a complex relationship between particular distributions of goods under institutions and the rules of legitimacy.  I discuss these constraints and their implications below.
Two further challenges must be addressed: the prevailing pluralism of moral views, and the fact of Adaptive Interest Formation.  We who live within the social institutions have conflicting conceptions of the good life, and the social institutions themselves affect what we take an interest in.  These social facts limit the arguments that are appropriate for determining principles of justice.
a  Pluralism
PluralismWe take as given that different individuals hold mutually incompatible substantive conceptions of the good.  Some conceptions of the good can be identified as clearly flawed: they are internally inconsistent, or based on false premises.  But many conceptions will pass such tests of rationality.  Moreover, many of these conceptions of the good are compatible with the contractualist motivation:  Individuals can have conflicting conceptions of the good, yet be committed to act only on principles that cannot be reasonable rejected.  Let us, with Rawls, call this situation Pluralism.  A normative theory should tell us how sets of institutions should allocate benefits and burdens among individuals under Pluralism.  However, Pluralism limits the range of interests which can ground arguments:  Others may reasonably refuse to accept the use of one particular conception of the good for assessing impacts on interests, if they disagree with that standard -- at least if there are other standards available.  Liberal responses to Pluralism attempt to maintain some appropriate kind of neutrality among conflicting conceptions.  Thus Pluralism excludes the use of one particular conception of the good as the standard for distributing benefits, or for generating a specific list and ordering of impacts, interests and goods. 
Impact arguments about the legitimacy of social institutions must consider the impact on a variety of interests which individuals value differently.  We must determine the overall value of the impact on each individual, and compare the impacts on different individuals according to some scale.  Given pluralism, it is unreasonable to adopt one particular set of projects as a standard, since individuals pursue a wide range of incompatible yet not unreasonable interests.  So even though some detailed conceptions of the good can give inter-personal level comparability of satisfaction or fulfillment, choosing any one of those could be objected to by those who have other interests -- at least insofar as there are alternative grounds for inter-personal comparisons.  
One response to Pluralism would be to rely on the individuals' own valuation of the impacts on their various interests:  Individuals assess the impacts of distributions on whichever interests they have, and this assessment is deemed appropriate for normative arguments.  The total impact on individuals thus depends both on the distribution of goods, and on the values individuals ascribe to their various gains and losses.  This approach offers a scope of interests which can ground impact arguments by resorting to individuals' judgments over a wide range of interests, and thus avoids the problems of endorsing one conception of the good under Pluralism.  However, this approach has problems responding to Adaptive Interest Formation.
b Adaptive Interest Formation
Adaptive Interest FormationSocial institutions have profound effects on our lives.  Their rules can support and protect existing ways of behavior, because we rely on rules of the social institutions to predict the behavior of others.  But the patterns of behavior of social institutions also affect our lives in more complex ways.  They facilitate new modes of behavior, perceptions and expectations which would otherwise be unavailable.  Rules of social institutions establish offices with attendant rights and duties, as well as establishing certain kinds of actions, specifying what is to count as "the Parliament", "devaluation", "property owner", "legal tender", and "a vote".  From this point of view, "promise making," "marriage," "purchase," "property," "currency intervention" and "theft" are examples of rules of rights which designate aspects of practices.  They specify what individuals and groups may or shall do, as or to office holders, broadly conceived.  Public rules thus introduce new ways of classifying actions and objects, and enable us to recognize actions and objects under these new descriptions.  Indeed, many opportunities would not be available in the absence of institutions (Hart 1961, 31; Searle 1969, Rawls 1971; Braybrooke 1987, 133; Campbell 1983).Searle, John R.1969Speech acts an essay in the philos2450Hart, H. L. A.1961The concept of law1136Rawls, John1971A theory of justice2950Campbell, Tom1983The Left and rights a conceptual a3042Braybrooke, David1987Meeting needs3170
The benefits of social institutions are pervasive.  Institutions shape our interests, values and goals in drastic ways by exposing us to different feasibility sets.  They foster or hinder the development of various talents, and affect our personality deeply.  Living our lives under one particular set of institutions, we are enticed to pursue some alternatives, and prevented from pursuing others which alternative institutions would have allowed.  
Thus our desires, interests and wants, both regarding ourselves and towards others are affected through the processes of "adaptive preference formation".   We discover and adjust our preferences in light of the expectations fostered by the institutions that surround us (Elster 1982Elster, Jon1982Sour grapes -- utilitarianism and t3396).  But institutions reach even further:  Our ideals, aspirations and life plans are shaped, consciously and unconsciously, by our expectations about the feasibility sets created, and they are maintained by the social institutions (Wollstonecraft 1792)Wollstonecraft, Mary1792Vindication of the rights of women4011.  I shall refer to these conscious and unconscious processes as Adaptive Interest Formation.
Institutions have a drastic impact, then, both on how we can live our lives, and how we come to want to live our lives.  Social institutions are of utmost importance both because they affect our surroundings by creating goods and circumstances, and because they affect us through adaptive interest formation.   These two factors underscore that the legitimacy of social institutions is of paramount importance.  The processes of Adaptive Interest Formation can bolster unjust social institutions by engendering support from the oppressed individuals themselves.  This is not to say that Adaptive Interest Formation must always be regretted and avoided.  The phenomenon can hardly be avoided, and these processes is a valuable contribution to the stability of a society, as individuals will tend to adjust their interests in response to existing social institutions.  Rather, Adaptive Interest Formation must take place on fair terms to avoid the perpetration of fundamental injustice.  
Adaptive Interest Formation makes it difficult to assess institutions. Since we adjust our expectations and preferences, we must require more of just institutions than merely the coincidence between the institutions and the preferences of those subject to the institutions.  

Whatever the merit of interest satisfaction as a response to Pluralism, the phenomenon of Adaptive Interest Formation rules against this approach.  Adaptive Interest Formation renders interest satisfaction insufficient and inappropriate as a standard for assessing individuals' claims on institutions.  Institutions affect which interests are adopted, and the satisfaction of these interests are in turn used to assess the distributive effects of the institutions.  The standard of interest satisfaction can therefore judge different distributions of benefits equally just, as long as the distribution matches the interests generated.  This circularity does not show that there is a problem with Adaptive Interest Formation.  But it points to a problem with using interest fulfillment simpliciter as a standard.
Sets of institutions affect levels of fulfillment by either affecting the interests to be fulfilled, or by affecting the kinds and amounts of goods available to the individual.  The focus on interest satisfaction therefore deems a set of institutions more just the better it tailors the feasibility set to ensure fulfillment of the interests.  A higher level of fulfillment of one set of interests might count as an improvement if this set of interests is more reasonable, rests on more facts about abilities, and so forth, than another set.  But if the alternative set of interests arose from an unduly restricted set of alternatives, ignorance about abilities, or conscious manipulation, the higher level of fulfillment of these interests does not seem to reflect the appropriate concern for individuals' well-being: intuitively it seems that they can claim more from their social institutions.  But levels of interest fulfillment alone does not capture this difference.  We would also argue that individuals can reasonably object to their lack of control over factors which affect the development of their interests; particularly so when the alternative is that others controls these factors instead.
 c The limited scope of interests
The limited scope of interests Normative theories differ regarding which interests they consider relevant for grounding individuals' claims regarding any particular subject.  The scope of interests may include a person's subjective sense of happiness, being well-nourished, enjoying control over decisions, or having freedom to express one's views without threat of imprisonment.  In general, contractualism may consider a variety of interests, including both the satisfaction of preferences and desires, and objective interests(Scanlon 1975, 660; 1991, 28, 40)Scanlon, Thomas M.1975Preference and urgency3008Scanlon, Thomas M.1991The moral basis of interpersonal c3016.  Of course, the scope of relevant interests is a function of which sphere of interaction we seek principles for: the rules of friendship, etiquette and international monetary regimes affect different interests.  Moreover, the range of interests that can form the basis of contractualist impact arguments is restricted because the stakes -- the gains and losses -- must be identified and compared among affected parties.  This argumentative role of interests constrains the scope of interests for the subject of social institutions.  Contractualist impact arguments let us rank distributions engendered by the rules of social practices.  The intuitive idea is that those who have most at stake dominate the ranking of distributions, and hence of rules.  This impact criterion ranks gains and losses among individuals in a complex way.  
The impact criterion for ranking distributions does not rely on comparisons of the distributive shares of goods directly, but on comparisons of the effects of a share of goods on individuals levels of interest satisfaction.  The impact of two bundles of goods is an aggregate measure of what is at stake for the individual, phrased in terms of marginal differences in levels of satisfaction of the relevant interests.  The impact, then, is the difference that a bundle of commodities makes for a person's interests, relative to a baseline given by another bundle.  The impact of a bundle of foodstuffs, compared to the absence of food over a long period of time, is a matter of life or death.  On this view, a distribution a of commodity bundles among individuals is ranked over the alternative distribution b of commodity bundles if and only if some person stands to gain more under a as compared to b, than anybody stands to gain under b as compared to a.
Impact arguments of this kind cannot get us very far towards a strict ordering among distributions of bundles of goods, and hence among social institutions affecting the distributions.  There are several reasons for the limited application of impact arguments.  
d Interests under regular institutional influence
Interests under regular institutional influenceArguments about principles of distributive justice refer to the impact of social institutions on individuals' interests.  Our attention is thus drawn to the regular effects of these institutions on roughly similar individuals.  There must be some regular correspondence between certain features of sets of institutions and the effects on these interests of representative individuals.  We must compare levels of satisfaction of interests that are strongly and regularly affected by the distribution of benefits and burdens controlled by social institutions.  
However, social institutions do not distribute individuals' interests.  Institutions affect us by distributing various goods which in turn affect the level of satisfaction of our interests.  Some goods can be directly or indirectly regulated by institutions, such as material goods, services, or Rawls' "social primary goods": income, wealth, social positions, legal rights and duties.  
The distributive pattern of these goods can be directly under institutional control, or they can be allocated through transfers among individuals or organizations.  Social institutions maintain some such arenas of acquisition and transfer among parties, such as markets.  Hence institutions affect the distribution of such goods indirectly.  The distribution of other goods, such as self respect, and close personal relationships, can be affected by social institutions, but cannot be directly subject to distribution.(Elster 1992, 186)Elster, Jon1982Sour grapes -- utilitarianism and 3396.
The bundle of goods people enjoy affect their overall levels of interest satisfaction.  One major constraint on the use of impact arguments is that we vary, both in our ranges of interests and in our ability to convert goods to interests.  However, the rules of institutions cannot always treat each person on a individual basis.  Lactating women require more nourishment to avoid starvation than do old men, and individuals with special needs often require unusual goods to enjoy a 'normal' ranges of options.  Several responses are possible: the level or degree of advantage or satisfaction can be generalized across individuals; the rules of distribution can resort to very fine-grained categories; or the institutions can rely on discretionary interpretation of criteria (Elster 1992, 62-63)Elster, Jon1982Sour grapes -- utilitarianism and 3396.  Even then, we must assume some similarity of conversion rates for different individuals.  With regards to many interests we can only assume that there is a general positive co-variation between commodities and levels of interest satisfaction.
Another difficulty for assessing institutions by impact arguments is that it is difficult to track individuals, and hence stakes, across distributions engendered by alternative social institutions.  It is therefore difficult to determine impact on individuals.  Under different institutions, the same individual would have experienced other expectations, established different aspirations, entered other roles, and developed different interests.  Moreover, we are seldom able to compare and measure the benefits or burdens among different individuals, except when much is indisputably at stake, such as life or death.  Since we are concerned with rules of institutions, and comparisons between hypothetical alternatives, we must often consider the impact on representative individuals who inhabit various roles or hold particular positions. 
e Assessing rules on the basis of impacts
Assessing rules on the basis of impactsWe seek to assess rules which regulate sets of social institutions.  But the link between rules and the distributions of benefits and burdens is tenuous, since rules may permit or require a variety of distributions.  We must determine how comparisons among these distributions enter into the assessment of general rules which permit or require several different distributions.  
Rules underdetermine distributions.  This makes it difficult to make impact arguments, since we seldom can determine what bundle of goods an individual receives as a result of a rule being in place.  Only in two kinds of cases is the plight of representative individuals relevant for arguments about the justice of rules regarding social institutions: 
When everyone affected by distributions permitted by one rule are better off than the badly off are under some distributions permitted by an alternative rule; or when someone affected by some distribution permitted by one rule are better off than the best off are under any distribution permitted by the alternative rule.  The contractualist case for the priority of Determinate Vital Needs sketched below is of the first kind.  Such a priority rule supports a Principle of Human Rights, regarded as constraints on legitimate states in order to ensure the satisfaction of certain Determinate Vital Needs necessary for survival or for holding and pursuing some plan of life (Follesdal 1995)Fllesdal, Andreas1995Justifying human rights the chall4415.  The impact argument in favor of this principle of legitimacy holds that this rule is more just than a rule which permits unbridled domestic sovereignty and no international duties of aid.  That rule would allow systemic starvation and abysmal health care for the poor.  Those dying under such conditions would not suffer such a plight under any set of institutions which satisfies the human rights conditions.  They thus suffer a large negative impact in the absence of the human rights principle of legitimacy, while no one must endure a larger loss under institutions satisfying the human rights condition.  Human rights thus serve to prevent major injury to individuals.
f Measurability requirements
Measurability requirementsThe impact criterion requires that the overall impact on a person of one distributive share as compared to another, is smaller than the impact on any other person of the corresponding distributive shares.  Such claims require interpersonal interval comparability of impacts.  We must argue, then, that the intervals in interest satisfaction generated by bundles of good for some individuals -- e.g. the prevention of starvation -- is larger than the decrease of satisfaction for any other individuals, e.g. caused by the reduced income for richer individuals.
This approach also requires a comparison of overall satisfaction levels as a function of the satisfaction levels of several interest.  Consider, for example, the reduction of political power for an individual, compared with an increase in economic opportunities for another.   We need some aggregate ranking of such intervals for the various interests, to enable us to rank distributions -- and hence rules which allow such distributions -- by the impact criterion.  Pluralism and Adaptive Interest Formation are further challenges to this task.  I take it that Rawls' ordering of principles of justice (Rawls 1971) may be taken to express such a ranking of interest intervals for domestic institutions under moderate scarcity: The priority of the Principle of Liberty must be justified by the claim that No one can be expected to accept a less than equal share of political control in order to increase economic gains, or for increased access to social positions of power.

2   Determinate Vital Needs
Determinate Vital Needsa  Vital functionings
Vital functioningsEven under Pluralism and Adaptive Interest Formation, some claims on social institutions have an urgency which cannot be reasonably denied.  These claims stem from our interest in maintaining what we may call "vital functionings," drawing on a notion developed by Amartya Sen.
Generally, functionings represent parts of the state of a person - in particular the various things that he or she manages to do or be in leading a life.  A functioning, as Amartya Sen uses the term, is a feature of a person: a way that person is, or something she does -- or is not, or doesn't do.Sen, Amartya K.[1980Equality of what?3082Sen, Amartya K.1984Rights and capabilities3397 (Sen 1980, 367; 1984, 13; 1993).Sen, Amartya K.1993Capability and well-being4179  Functionings include "doings and beings:"  activities like eating or reading or seeing, or states of existence or being.  Among these functionings Sen includes certain basic functionings: "being well nourished, being free from malaria, not being ashamed by the poverty of one's clothing or shoes." (Sen 1985, 197-98).  
We can speak of vital functionings as those functionings necessary for individuals to pursue some conception of the good at all.  They include the constituents of physical and psychological development and existence as a human being, as well as the necessary conditions for holding and pursuing almost any plan of life whatsoever.  Among these vital functionings are being well-nourished, being sheltered from the elements, breathing, excreting, preserving vital parts of the body, having close personal relations at early stages of development, being able to communicate with others, not being continuously frightened, and living with a sense that one's life is worth living.  Not being ashamed due to poverty, on the other hand, is not a vital functioning in my sense.  Several lists of such basic needs have been constructedDaniels, Norman1985Just health care3395Braybrooke, David1987Meeting needs3170 (Braybrooke 1987, 34; Daniels 1985, 26-28).  
The issue is not that vital functionings are parts of or necessary conditions for the pursuit of any other interests individuals have.  There are certainly some interests which may be pursued even when an individual does not have vital functionings.  Some may take an interest in constant hunger, or in being continually thrilled by fear.  But individuals with a wide range of what we must recognize as normal conceptions of the good must maintain these vital functionings in order to carry out their life plans, however modest these plans are.  I suggest that the maintenance of these vital functionings support particularly strong support to claims on social institutions.  Vital functionings may provide one touchstone for what we may reasonably claim, by means of impact arguments, of institutions under conditions of Pluralism and Adaptive Interest Formation.
However, we cannot reasonably claim to be provided with all conditions necessary for our vital functionings, but only those that satisfy some further requirements.
b  Vital Needs
Vital NeedsWe may say that a person has a need for some good, in order to achieve a functioning or capability, in certain circumstances, if and only if the person cannot achieve this functioning without that good in those circumstances.  The satisfaction of a need, then, is a necessary condition under certain circumstances for some functioning or capability.  I hence use the word 'need' in a very broad sense, which comprises every condition for some functioning, regardless of the importance of that functioning.  Those goods that are conditions for vital functionings I call 'vital needs'.  They include nutrition, but also a wide range of other goods and services, especially in complex societies.
Individuals' vital needs vary in several ways, because the needs are tied to actually attaining the functionings:  Different individuals require varying kinds and quantities of necessary goods in order to attain the same vital functionings.  Caloric requirements, for instance, depend on metabolic rate.  Moreover, individuals have different physical needs over time, depending in part on personal circumstances: developmental stage, body size, whether she is lactating, etc.  Natural circumstances affect the requirements: insulated shelter is a vital need only in some geographical areas.  
Social institutions affect the distribution of many goods, directly or indirectly.  Some of our vital needs are for specific, determinate amounts of such goods.  These needs are the focus of impact arguments regarding principles of legitimacy.
Vital functionings require various kinds of goods, and sometimes certain amounts of such goods.  Some of the goods, and the required amounts for each individual, can be determined fairly precisely.  If individuals are deprived of the specified amounts of such goods, vital functionings are unlikely to be maintained.  Social institutions regularly affect the provision of some of these necessary goods, and we call these goods Determinate Vital Needs.  The goods under institutional control needed to satisfy such functionings include nourishment, shelter from the elements, fresh air, periodic rest, exercise, and protection of bodily integrity through preventive and public health measures -- and, I shall argue, political liberties as well.  Even though these vital needs are determinate -- i.e. with fairly precise levels of satisfaction, the Determinate Vital Needs can be quite extensive, particularly in societies with complex institutional arrangements for the provision of goods and services.
To sum up, then: our Determinate Vital Needs are goods that are required for vital functionings, that are regularly affected by social institutions, and that have a decidable threshold limits of satisfaction.  This is not to deny that there are other vital needs, and many other goods which support vital functionings.  Many kinds of goods support my sense of self worth (or self respect), prevent me from being continually frightened, or maintain a satisfactory level of health.  These functionings are vital functionings, but Determinate Vital Need only include some of the goods necessary for achieving the functionings.  This is not because the other vital functionings are somehow less important for the individual; nor does it matter that these functionings are more affected by social institutions through Adaptive Interest Formation.  Rather:
1) In some cases the good is not a Determinate  Need because the relations between the goods and the functionings are less direct.  There is a Determinate Vital Need for protection against violence, but not for a sense of complete safety, since the psychological sense of safety cannot be ensured for all by any set of social institution.  Likewise, close emotional ties with others is not a good which institutions can provide, and hence not a determinate vital need.  Nevertheless, there may be a vital need for protection against institutional encroachments of privacy and for some legal protections of close personal relationships, insofar as close emotional ties, necessary for psychological development, are impossible without such control over flow of personal information (Elgesem 1995, Rachels 1984)Rachels, James 1984Why privacy is important4648Elgesem, Dag19954647.
2) Some amounts of goods affect vital functionings, but are not necessary conditions.  Such goods might include a high social status, or discretionary income.  With these goods my chances of attaining vital functionings are enhanced, but I might also well sustain vital functionings without these goods.  They are therefore not Determinate Vital Needs.
3) Some goods affect vital functionings, but are not determinate in the requisite sense.  Health care serves as an example.  The level of 'normal' functioning at various ages is vague.  Moreover, many illnesses cannot be cured by medical treatment, so that sick individuals cannot be brought to that level.  There are vital needs for health care, then, stemming from our vital functionings, but these needs are not determinate enough to serve as grounds for impact arguments of this kind.  Other kinds of normative arguments are needed to settle the normative dilemmas in health care, such as priorities between the patients who are worst off and those who can benefit the most.
I shall suggest that the satisfaction of individuals' Determinate Vital Needs dominate other claims in impact arguments.  The rules of legitimate social institutions, considered as a whole, must secure the satisfaction of Determinate Vital Needs of all individuals. 

3.  Sen's Theory of Functionings and Capabilities
Sen's Theory of Functionings and CapabilitiesVital Functionings and Determinate Vital Needs satisfy the strict measurability conditions of impact arguments under Pluralism and Adaptive Interest Formation.  To illuminate how severe these constraints are, it is useful to compare this account with Amartya Sen's more general theory of functionings and capabilities.  We must first explicate the scope of interests in terms of functionings and capabilities.  I then consider how well Sen's concern with capabilities and "intersection partial ordering" responds to the challenge of Adaptive Interest Formation and Pluralism.
a.  Functionings and Capabilities
Functionings and CapabilitiesSen argues that the notions of functionings and capabilities are useful for determining how interests ground claims on the distribution of benefits and burdens within social institutions.
Functionings represent parts of the state of a person, the various things that he or she manages to do or be in leading a life (Sen 1993, 31)Sen, Amartya K.1993Capability and well-being4179: being well-nourished, climbing mountains, forming close personal relationships.  A person is able to do and be a combination of several things at once.  The capability or capability set of a person reflects the alternative combinations of functionings the person can achieve, an n-tuple of n co-realizable (Williams 1987, 100)Williams, Bernard <discus1987The standard of living interests a3393 functionings.  A person can only achieve one of these functioning n-tuples, but can often choose among several n-tuples. A person's capability is represented by this set of n-tuples she can choose among (Sen 1985, 198; 1990, 113-14; 1993, 31).Sen, Amartya K.1990Justice means versus freedoms3138
Why does Sen regard both functionings and capabilities important?  We often take an interest in successful outcomes, and hence put an instrumental value on having effective power: the power to achieve certain results, regardless of whether we are free to achieve one outcome or another, and regardless of whether we actually take part in the mechanism and procedures bringing these outcomes aboutSen, Amartya K.1985Well-being, agency and freedom3180 (Sen 1985b, 208-10).  The satisfaction of many functionings, including basic functionings, are of this kind.  
There are also several reasons to value what Sen calls procedural control: actively doing the choosing in the procedure of decision and execution, having the levers, in addition to having the outcome brought about.  Even when I would not do otherwise, I can therefore value a capability -- the ability to attain certain functionings or other outcomes.  
Some capability sets constitute a person's well-being freedom.  These are concerned with those functionings which are part of an individual's well-being in some sense.  On Sen's view, the primary feature of an individual's well-being is her achieved functioning n-tuple (Sen 1985b, 198-9).  But freedom is also important, both in order to express certain complex functionings (fasting vs. starving) and to assess an individual's advantage -- for instance, when arguing about social institutions.   But he sometimes also holds that the central feature of well-being is the capability to achieve, and not the actual achievement, of valuable functionings: "The central feature of well-being is the ability to achieve valuable functionings" (Sen 1985b, 200, my emphasis).  This need not be inconsistent, because he is then more narrowly concerned with issues of distributive justice: "In judging a person's advantage (and the kind of "deal" that he or she has got) ..." (ibid, 201).Sen, Amartya K.1985Well-being, agency and freedom3180  When considering reasonable objections to a distribution, a person's capability, and not the actual achievement of functionings, may be what matters.  Once an individual can choose to realize certain basic functionings, the claims on social institutions are exhausted.  If the individual chooses not to realize those basic functionings, that is something for which the person, rather than the institution, can be held accountable.
Sen also holds that an individual's advantage is reflected in a more expansive notion of freedom, agency freedom, which Sen regards as intrinsically important.  Agency freedom is "freedom to achieve whatever the person, as a responsible agent, decides he or she should achieve." (Sen 1985, 203-4).  By including freedom within the scope of interests, individuals have a claim that social institutions provide them with large spheres of individual choice.  
How should those benefits be distributed which primarily affect individuals' capabilities -- that is, the range of functioning n-tuples which individuals may have reason to value?  Sen notes that there is no "prespecified" objective available to assess the agent's use of his agency freedom: there is no standard readily available for determining the impact on individuals from their actual use of these freedoms.  Consistent with respect for pluralism, Sen instead holds that we must generate a ranking of capabilities without overriding individuals' actual valuations.  The inter-personal ordering of the functionings and capabilities in the scope of the theory is generated from the orderings of individuals, and must respect and be consistent with (in some specified sense) every individuals' orderings.  This commitment is evident in how Sen proposes to assess impacts on individuals.  As there is some overlap in conceptions of the good, some functionings and capabilities may be valued by all.  And even though there is often disagreement about their relative values, we might agree that each functioning and capability belongs in some rough range.  In turn, these ranges can be put into a partial order.  Thus we arrive at intersection partial orderings of capabilitiesSen, Amartya K.1985Commodities and capabilities3149Sen, Amartya K.1988The concept of development3177 (Sen 1985a, ch. 5, 7; 1988a, 16-17).  The partial ordering of capabilities, respecting individuals' own valuations, provide interval measurability, which in turn permits impact arguments.
Three arguments may be offered in favor on regarding capabilities generally -- agency freedom -- as part of a person's interest.  Agency freedom may be intrinsically valued by some individuals.  Furthermore, agency freedom also provides a strong defense against objectionable Adaptive Interest Formation.  By maintaining a sphere open for individuals' choice, institutions have less impact on individuals' interest formation.  The fact of Pluralism offers a third reason to include agency freedom within the scope of interests.  Social institutions respect different conceptions of the good by not restraining individuals' ability to choose among different functioning sets.  These three reasons might be offered in support of including capabilities -- actual freedoms or liberty -- in the scope of interests.  However, these reasons do not hold up under scrutiny.  I now turn to consider some problems with Sen's theory, for use with impact arguments and responding to Pluralism and Adaptive Interest Formation.
 b.  The Focus on Capabilities is part of a Comprehensive View
The Focus on Capabilities is part of a Comprehensive ViewSen defined freedom in terms of capabilities.  Before we ask whether these capabilities can ground impact arguments, we must consider whether this approach satisfies the constraint laid down by Pluralism.  Sen's notion of "freedom" relies on a subset of conceptions of the good, to the objectionable exclusion of others.  Rawls objects to Sen's theory on this ground (Rawls 1988b)Rawls, John1988Reply to Sen3077, since it relies on a comprehensive view, and thus is unacceptable given Pluralism.  Sen, however, denies that his theory, based on capabilities, is a comprehensive view: 
The first problem with Rawls' reply lies in his misinterpretation of the nature of my criticism.  Capability reflects a person's freedom to choose between alternative lives (functioning combinations), and its value need not be derived from one particular "comprehensive doctrine" demanding one specific way of living.  ... it is important to distinguish between freedom (of which capability is a representation) and achievement, and the evaluation of capability need not be based on one exclusive comprehensive doctrine that orders the achievement, including the life-styles and the functioning n-tuples." (Sen 1990, 118).
Sen response is that we can construct an intersection partial ordering among all comprehensive views.  We can determine, then, that one person has a much worse deal than another no matter which comprehensive doctrine is considered, since Sen's account values the capabilities open to people. (Sen 1990).Sen, Amartya K.1990Justice means versus freedoms3138  
However, this response is insufficient: capabilities are not actually valued by all conceptions of the good.  Sen's theory has an individualistic and voluntaristic slant, which is incompatible with the constraint of Pluralism.  Sen's account seems to rely heavily on individuals' choices, since benefits voluntarily foregone are as valuable as functionings actually achieved.  There are two problems worth mentioning.  Insofar as Sen is concerned with individuals' genuine choice, the approach must not merely focus on capabilities but also insist on certain conditions for informed choice.  Those conditions must of course be determined without appeal to the resulting quality of life (by some comprehensive standard) which the individual is likely to choose.  The point is that the individual must perceive the alternatives as feasible, and understand the consequences.  Korsgaard expresses this succinctlyKorsgaard, Christine M.1993Commentary on G. A. Cohen and Amar4182:
We may believe that a human being is free, if ever, when she not only has a range of options but an education that enables her to recognize those options as such and the self-respect that makes her choice among them a real one.  Ignorance, lack of imagination, and lack of self-respect are not just external constraints on the range of your options: they can cripple the power of choice itself.  The possession of freedom of the will may itself be lucky. (Korsgaard 1993, 60-61)
Assuming that the notion of capabilities can be adjusted to reflect the conditions which make informed choice plausible, there is still a second problem with Sen's view.  The focus on individuals' choice may not be objectionable as part of a conception of the good, but it is worrisome under Pluralism insofar as this view is not shared by some not unreasonable conceptions of the good.  Why, some may object, should the theory be concerned at the fundamental level with individuals' freedom to choose, and not the lives actually lived and the functionings achieved?  Sen's account reflects an inappropriate bias towards conceptions of the good which value choice.  Many individuals are often not interested in freedoms, but in the functionings they achieve.  
In response, Sen might acknowledge that when individuals assess their quality of life, achieved functionings may be what matters.  However, under Pluralism capabilities are more appropriate as the grounds for individuals' claims on institutions by impact arguments.  We must retreat from actual functionings to capabilities in our search for a common measure.  But this response cannot be sustained as long as Sen is committed to respecting individuals' actual valuation of functionings and capabilities.  
Plausible conceptions of the good may regard some increases in capabilities as contrary to individuals' interests.  Sen's assumption that it is better for individuals to have more functioning n-tuples to choose among, can be objected to by these conceptions of the good.  Added opportunities open for immoral action, for weakness of will, coordination problems, confusion, and decision-making overload.  Sen might override those orderings -- and his commitment to respect actual valuations of capabilities -- by imposing the value that "the 'good life' is partly a life of genuine choice, and not one in which the person is forced into a particular life -- however rich it might be in other respects." (Sen 1985a, 70).Sen, Amartya K.1985Commodities and capabilities3149  But then he fails to respect other conceptions under Pluralism.  

c   Intersection Partial Orderings are Unattainable 
Intersection Partial Orderings are Unattainable The theory of capabilities must therefore be satisfied with a drastically limited list of capability sets, generated by intersection partial ordering from actual rankings.  However, I shall argue that intersection Partial ordering of capabilities cannot sustain impact arguments beyond those that we achieve with vital functionings.
Sen correctly points out that failure to provide a complete ordering is only a flaw if our moral theory requires a complete or unique ordering, which contractualist approaches and impact arguments do not requireSen, Amartya K.1985Well-being, agency and freedom3180 (Sen 1985b, 198).  Nevertheless, for the capability approach to be of help for generating impact arguments, it must support some distributive principles over others on the basis of impact comparisons.  This requires us to order various capabilities.  Furthermore, we must be able to make interval comparisons among capabilities.  We must be able to determine whether an increase in one person's capability set counts for more than a certain decrease in another's.  The capability approach fails both of these requirements.
Given the divergence of individuals' life plans, we must doubt whether many functionings and capabilities will be valued by everyone.  Among the most likely candidates are those functionings and capabilities which are part of many conceptions of the good, or which have strategic value for a wide range of life plans -- and which never hinder individuals' pursuit of their conception of the good.  We might expect certain effective powers and procedural controls to be included among such capabilities.  However, these instrumental capabilities will have different value for different individuals, depending on how the individuals value the functionings brought about.  There is therefore little reason to believe that the instrumental capabilities will be included in the intersection partial ordering, because individuals are likely to disagree about their relative values.  Consider, for instance, individuals' assessment of the relative importance of education and political access in the pursuit of their life plans.  The intersection partial ordering thus appears to include few functionings and capabilities -- even excluding functionings that many individuals value highly.  So even obtaining an ordering of capabilities is difficult.  
Sen recognizes this weakness, and notes that "whatever partial ordering can be done on the basis of broad uniformity of personal preferences must be supplemented by certain established conventions of relative importance"Sen, Amartya K.1980Equality of what?3082 (Sen 1980, 368).  He suggests that "[t]he functioning vectors can be ranked and partially ordered ... in the light of what Scanlon calls 'urgency,' or some other acceptable criterion"Scanlon, Thomas M.1975Preference and urgency3008 (Sen 1985b, 198; referring to Scanlon 1975).  However, impact arguments require not only an ordering of capabilities, but even interval comparability among capabilities.  So capabilities must be given a standardized cardinal value, different from the values ascribed by the various individuals.  However, this move reintroduces into Sen's theory exactly those problems which capabilities and the commitment to actual valuations sought to avoid.
First, even though some functionings are conventionally regarded as highly important, particular individuals may well rank those functionings very low.  George may regard his right to vote as less important than being able to obtain higher education, but the established conventions might well reverse this ranking.  The standardized ranking therefore fails to respect individuals' actual valuation.  We need to know more about the grounds for overruling the actual valuations of individuals, and thus violate Sen's commitment to respecting individuals' own valuations under Pluralism.
Secondly, without further explanation there is no reason to believe that the "established conventions of relative importance" among capabilities avoid the problems of Adaptive Interest Formation and Pluralism.  Thus Sen acknowledges that "The ideas of relative importance are, of course, conditional on the nature of the society.  The notion of the equality of basic capabilities is a very general one, but any application of it must be rather culture-dependent, especially in the weighting of different capabilities."Sen, Amartya K.[1980Equality of what?3082(Sen 1980, 368). 
So in order to provide impact arguments, Sen's approach would require us  to include capability orderings which violate the actual valuation of individuals, which may suffer from Adaptive Interest Formation, and which ignore problems of Pluralism.  As it stands, then, Sen's theory cannot ground contractualist impact argument under Pluralism and Adaptive Interest Formation.  A response to the problems of obtaining interval comparisons under adaptive interest formation and Pluralism requires detailed arguments about which capacities should count, and how much they should count.  
Once we dismiss outright appeals to widely accepted valuations, one could argue these issues by considering how such capacities further individuals' interests.  But then capabilities are not included in the scope of interests that count for arguments of justice.  We must conclude that capabilities in general cannot be included in the scope of interests, even though capabilities can serve as responses to the challenges of Adaptive Interest Formation and Pluralism.  The broad range of capabilities places the ability to make choices with individuals themselves, instead of with other agents.  This is one way to protect the development and pursuit of individuals' conception of the good against undue influence from social institutions.

4.  Our Interest in Procedural Control
Our Interest in Procedural ControlI have argued that the satisfaction of individuals' interests in general cannot ground impact arguments, given the constraints of interval measurability, Adaptive Interest Formation and Pluralism.  
The Liberal Contractualist view I sketch here accepts Sen's concern with some Basic Functionings, namely those we call Vital Functionings.  However, since capabilities run into problems, we must consider other ways of identifying, including and measuring individuals' interests beyond the vital functionings.
Capabilities in general cannot be included within the scope of interests for impact arguments.  However, liberal contractualism can acknowledge that individuals have a second-order interest in influencing the formation of interests.  This second-order interest can ground claims to institutional protections against what we recognize as abusive influence or control over an individual by others, and claims to instrumental means for furthering one's interests.  Liberal Contractualism thus acknowledges that individuals have an interest in controlling factors that affect their lives.  This interest can support claims to institutionally protected liberties, but not claims to capabilities in general.  Regarding the subject of justice, this perspective leads us to focus on those institutional allocations of capabilities which affect the conditions for individuals' development of conceptions of the good, and individuals' ability to pursue these ends -- particularly when others disagree.  We must be concerned with the regulation of access to education, information and public offices, and freedom from coercive attempts at influencing one's world view, as well as access to the strategic means for pursuing a wide range of plans of life. 
This reason for our concern for the allocation of procedural controls holds even under Pluralism, and given the fact of Adaptive Interest Formation.  Leaving individuals in a position to influence or determine which religion to belong to, where to obtain information, who should make and change laws, and so forth, is less objectionable than allocating these powers with government.  Clearly, many conceptions of the good value such autonomy.  Many liberal theories, for instance, stress the value of controlling one's own actions and deciding on one's own conception of the good.  However, note that the contractualist reason offered here for certain individual liberties respect Pluralism.  This argument for allocating certain controls with the individual does not assume that there is an intrinsic value to individuals' choice of life projects and active choosing.  Instead, for our purposes a sufficient ground is that any other allocation of such controls entails avoidable risks of abuse.  Independence from the command of others is important because of the risks entailed to Determinate Vital Needs, not because self-government in all spheres is regarded as a Determinate Vital Need.  Individuals often have reason to object when others are given authority over them, when a workable institutional arrangement lets each person enjoy such controls instead.  
However, the discussion of functionings and capabilities points to a major problem with the interest in influencing the factors that affect our lives.  Individuals' interest in influence cannot easily be measured, to compare the impacts of alternative allocations of procedural controls.  This interest may provide the requisite neutrality with respect to individuals' conception of the good, and this interest may be stable across social institutions.  Nevertheless, without interval measurability our interest in influencing our own living conditions cannot easily provide grounds for impact arguments.  We must conclude that an interest in affecting the factors which influence our lives may be included in the scope of interest of Liberal Contractualism, and that interest might provide a justification to institutionally defined capabilities.  But as it stands this interest cannot ground impact arguments. 

The strict measurability conditions of impact arguments, coupled with the facts of pluralism and adaptive interest formation, limit the applicability of Sen's general account of functionings and capabilities.  Even individuals' more circumscribed interest in control over factors which affect their lives run into problems.  We are led to conclude that Vital Functionings remain the only grounds for impact argument against social institutions for their satisfaction under conditions of Pluralism and Adaptive Interest Formation.  The Determinate Vital  Needs are necessary -- though not sufficient -- conditions for individuals to pursue whatever conception of the good and life plans that they have.  In light of the lacuna of further interests that can support impact arguments, I submit that the satisfaction of Vital functionings must be recognized as having a larger impact on individuals than any further allocation of goods.  Goods beyond those needed to secure Determinate Vital Needs provide people with increased room for developing, exploring and fulfilling their life plans.  Goods over and above those needed for survival and pursuing any conception of life plan are valuable, then, to be sure, but in cases of conflict these effects, however valuable, cannot count as equally or more urgent than the satisfaction of vital functionings.
Given the effect of Determinate Needs on individuals' lives, I submit that the impact of satisfying one's Determinate Needs is larger than any other impact we can reasonably expect others to recognize as relevant for claims on social institutions.  We may refer to this normative claim as The Domination of Determinate Vital Needs:
The difference between having all Determinate Vital Needs met and not having them met constitutes a larger impact than any other impact individuals can be subjected to.

 For purposes of arguments about the distribution of benefits from social institutions, the satisfaction of Determinate Vital Needs thus dominates any other claims individuals can make.  No claims to goods can trump claims where vital functionings are at stake.  
This approach does not claim that our various substantive goals are less valuable parts of the good life for us, even though the satisfaction of these ends count for less than the satisfaction of determinate vital human needs.  Liberal Contractualism of this sort does not require that our divergent plans and goals in life be regarded by us as "mere preferences" within our conceptions of the good.  To the contrary, we can often acknowledge that the success of individuals' projects are more important, both to them and to us, than the satisfaction of their vital needs.  There may correctly be many things worth dying for.  However, there are reasonable objections to letting these ends and interests generally count as grounds for impact arguments in favor of principles of justice.  The satisfaction of Determinate Vital Needs can ground such arguments about principles of legitimacy of social institutions decisively.  A general increase in capabilities or in individual control cannot.  
Even when Determinate Vital Needs are met, individuals are unable to maintain their vital functionings if their other vital needs are unmet.  But that does not detract from their claim on social institutions to have their Determinate Needs satisfied.  If some social institutions leave all able to satisfy their Determinate Vital Needs, and alternative institutions fail, individuals can reasonably claim that social institutions are not doing enough for them.  They are subjected to an added risk to their lives, over and above the risks all must bear that other vital needs go unmet.  Given the effect of Determinate Vital Needs on individuals' lives, I submit that the impact of satisfying these needs is larger than any other impact we can reasonably expect others to recognize as relevant for claims on social institutions.  
Returning to the pressing issues of distributive justice in Europe, we find that this principle supports the general acceptance noted above, that institutions at the domestic and European level should secure against basic threats to life.  The reflections above indicate that the further commitment, to equality of benefits and burdens, or of condition, stands in need of normative justification.  Such contributions are important in assessing the conditions for a normatively legitimate Social Europe -- and indeed for assessing the future paths of welfare regimes of the member states.
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